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a fresh approach to operational improvement from the unsultants

The Powers Company

welcome to

the
power of

Real, measurable, sustainable improvement
starts by looking at your operations and systems
differently than before. By leveraging the Power
of UN, you can unleash your organization’s true
potential.
At The Powers Company, we take an
unconventional approach to helping clients
improve operational performance, enhance the
skill sets and effectiveness of managers and frontline leaders, as well as integrate performance
data with IT systems. All in a way that is unlike any
consultants you’ve ever worked with.

meet the

sultants

Throw out your preconceived notion of consultants.
Probably something along the lines of “aloof
MBAs with limited field experience, cookie-cutter
solutions and vague success metrics.” Sound about
right?
Well, The Powers Company is cut from a different
cloth. We’re a results-based management
consulting group founded by C-level executives
with strong operational experience. Our focus is
on substantially improving clients’ profitability,
productivity, customer service, and quality—in a
positive, collaborative way. Which is why we think
of ourselves as unsultants.

Your company makes lots of huge investments
in capital and software systems; many with
no ROI. However, getting approval for real
management development and operational
improvement services can be tough. But The
Powers Company makes things easy on you by
showing how it’s actually a cost-neutral, win-win
decision. Using your clearly defined performance
and cost objectives, we outline a strategic plan
for guaranteed results that more than pay for
themselves in a relatively short time. All without
needing any additional capital investment. Sounds
like an undeniably appealing ROI, don’t you think?

We’re the first to admit that a bunch of consultants
who show up thinking they have all the answers
can be intimidating to your staff. That’s why
our unsultants take a different tact. We come
in and do a lot of listening—to everyone from
supervisors to upper management. Then we ask
a lot of questions. All the while getting to know
your people, processes, and priorities. So when
our collaborative experts introduce operational
changes, your team doesn’t fear them. They
confidently embrace them.

Most organizations struggle when departments
operate in divided silos. Imagine the productivity
boost your company would achieve if you
eliminated operational silos, allowing people,
systems, processes, and data to work together
in perfect harmony. The Powers Company’s
integrated management system (IMS), symfini,
can get all your departments playing from the
same page—moving productivity to peak capacity
and maximizing operating performance. Best of
all, our IMS fully integrates with your existing IT
systems rather than requiring tons of additional
capital investment.

When The Powers Company partners with your
company, we don’t come in as individuals, we
come in as part of your team. That means rolling
up our sleeves, getting down on the front-line, and
getting down to the business of facilitating positive
change. They see that we can connect with their
challenges and struggles because we have been
front-line supervisors ourselves. But they also
see that we have a process that will significantly
help them achieve their objectives and improve
performance. This unleashes behavioral shifts that
lead to real, sustainable improvement.

The world is filled with MBA-wielding, selfproclaimed experts who talk a good game. They
spew buzz words, business speak and five-syllable
terms like pros. But more jargon isn’t what your
company needs now. It’s not what your team wants
to hear. They need the kind of straight-forward,
honest talk that the unsultants are known for. They
want jargon-free advice and proven solutions that
lead to measurable operational improvement. In
other words, no BS. Just the unvarnished truth.

possible

Right now, those aggressive goals you have for
operational improvement within your organization
may seem unrealistic or downright impossible
to many employees. But the fact is, they’re all
very attainable. It just takes a sustainable shift
in processes, departmental collaboration, and
behavioral attitudes. The kind of changes that are
made possible by partnering with the unsultants.
Our team excels at spotting possibilities where
others see obstacles. And before you know
it, “impossible” has been erased from your
organization’s vocabulary.
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leash

Now that you’ve gotten a glimpse at the Power
of UN, wouldn’t you like to see more? Aren’t
you curious to hear how we can unleash your
organization’s true potential? Isn’t your interest
piqued by the opportunities for operational,
behavioral, cultural, and financial change we can
uncover? Then contact the unsultants. And find out
how we can deliver guaranteed results that more
than pay for themselves in a short period of time.

www.thepowerscompany.com
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